
Andre The Giant: A Legendary Life in WWE

Andre The Giant, also known as André René Roussimoff, was a larger-than-life
figure both in the wrestling ring and in pop culture. Standing at an impressive 7
feet 4 inches tall and weighing over 500 pounds, Andre The Giant was a
spectacle that captivated audiences throughout his career with WWE (World
Wrestling Entertainment).
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The Early Days of Andre The Giant

Born on May 19, 1946, in Grenoble, France, Andre was diagnosed with gigantism
at an early age. His size quickly set him apart from his peers, and it became
evident that he had a unique path ahead of him. Despite facing numerous
physical challenges due to his condition, Andre found solace in wrestling.
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Andre's early wrestling career began in France, where he became a local
sensation due to his sheer size and power. His success caught the attention of
Vince McMahon Sr., the founder of WWE. McMahon Sr. saw Andre's potential
and brought him to the United States, launching his career into the international
spotlight.

The Rise to Superstardom

Once in the United States, Andre quickly made a name for himself in the wrestling
industry. With his towering stature and imposing presence, he stood out among
his competitors. Spectators were in awe as they witnessed Andre's incredible
strength and agility despite his enormous size.
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Andre's popularity skyrocketed, and he became one of the most recognizable
figures in WWE history. He was known for his signature moves, such as the
bearhug and the powerful body slam. His battles with legendary wrestlers like
Hulk Hogan and The Ultimate Warrior became the stuff of wrestling legend.

Andre The Giant: Beyond the Ring

Despite his larger-than-life persona inside the wrestling ring, Andre The Giant
was beloved by those who knew him personally. He had a gentle and kind-
hearted nature, earning the respect and admiration of his peers in the industry.

Outside of wrestling, Andre faced numerous challenges due to his size. Everyday
tasks that most people take for granted, such as finding suitable clothes or fitting
into public spaces, became increasingly difficult for him. However, he never let
these challenges define him.

Andre The Giant's impact extended beyond wrestling. He starred in movies,
including his memorable role as Fezzik in "The Princess Bride." His performance
endeared him to a whole new generation of fans, allowing him to leave a lasting
legacy both in and out of the wrestling world.

A Lasting Legacy

Tragically, Andre The Giant's life was cut short when he passed away on January
27, 1993, at the age of 46. His death left a void in the wrestling community and
among his countless fans worldwide.

However, his legacy lives on. In recognition of his contributions to WWE, Andre
The Giant was posthumously inducted into the WWE Hall of Fame in 1993.
Today, he is remembered as one of the greatest professional wrestlers of all time.



Andre The Giant's story is a testament to the power of determination and
resilience. Despite facing physical challenges, he not only became a wrestling
superstar but also touched the hearts of millions with his larger-than-life
personality and genuine kindness.

In , Andre The Giant's journey from a young boy with an extraordinary condition to
a worldwide wrestling phenomenon remains an inspiration to this day. His legacy
continues to live on in the hearts of his fans and in the annals of WWE history,
reminding us that true greatness transcends any physical limitations.
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The unforgettable story of everyone’s favorite giant—and a life cut short—
wrestler and actor Andre the Giant.

At seven-foot-five, four hundred and fifty pounds, André the Giant was a living,
breathing legend—a behemoth taking on all comers. Billed as “the Eighth Wonder
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of the World,” he was the greatest attraction in sports entertainment and one of
the most famous athletes in the world.

André the Giant: A Legendary Life is the story of how his enormous charisma and
undeniable presence aided World Wrestling Federation's explosive rise to the
forefront of popular culture. André's battles with such rivals as Ernie Ladd, Killer
Khan, Big John Studd, Jake “The Snake” Roberts, and Randy “Macho Man”
Savage are certifiable classics, while his epic WrestleMania III match with Hulk
Hogan—before 93,000—still holds the record for largest attendance.

Outside the ring, André Roussimoff was equally formidable—his voluminous
appetite for life is the stuff of legends. Moreover, André was among the first
wrestlers to cross over into pop superstardom with roles in such television series
as The Six Million Dollar Man and films like The Princess Bride.

André's incredible tale is told through his most memorable matches, with
reminiscences and recollections from the people closest to him. In addition to
blow-by-blow analysis of his greatest in-ring triumphs, author Michael Krugman
takes us behind the curtain to see how this amazing athlete struggled with his
size and his stardom, as well as his fight with crippling pain caused by both his
profession and the disease that made him who he was.

André the Giant: A Legendary Life is the true-life tall tale of one of the most
influential and adored Superstars in sports entertainment history.
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